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Skydiving miami near me

Thanks for taking the time to visit my Giving Page. Cancer is happening right now, which is why I'm fundraising right now for Cancer Research UK. There's no time to lose! Donate to my site today and help bring forward the day when all cancers are cured. October 7, 2016 5 min read Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. Skydiving and entrepreneurship
may seem unrelated, but they actually have seven similarities you can overlook. I think an entrepreneur should skydive more than once for a simple reason – risk. Risk-taking is an ongoing obstacle in every entrepreneur's life. I don't just mean the first gamble to get into entrepreneurship. As you continue on your journey, you will be confronted with a bombardment of decision
making. These decisions will not always have clear answers. Often it's up to you about how to deal with a tough situation – one you've never seen come and have never navigated before. When you are an entrepreneur, you have no alternative but to trust your instincts and make a risky determination in a consistent manner. You will continue to feel that you are more of a
professional skydiver than a pure businessman as you continue on this entrepreneurial path. Trust me on this. Here's why.1. You must learn to face your fears. Fear is a big reason why so many people don't take the leap of faith in entrepreneurship. Yes, the unknown is frightening, and nothing is guaranteed in business, but if we can reshape our mindset from being less afraid of
the unknown and more afraid of never knowing, we will begin to create a life of freedom, adventure and independence. In skydiving, you have no option but to face your fears, freely falling. Related: Are You a Decision Procrastinator? Here's how to change it.2. Contractors jump into business without a parachute. Like I said, entrepreneurship depends on taking risks. Skydiving is
the ultimate thrill due to the inherent risk. When you're in the plane and the door swings open, you realize how unpredictable your case is going to be. Yes, you have a parachute, but when it comes to business, there is no safety net. Your only choice is to put on a brave face, look over the edge and jump!3. Both force you to analyze whether you live life to the fullest or not. No one
wants a life of mediocrity. We all long to leave our mark on the world, create lasting memories and make meaningful contacts. Whether we do it through our business, impact or by our example, we all want an outstanding life. When we look back on our lives in old age, we want zero remorse. We should all look back and smile knowing we did it right. Ask yourself, do you live life
until it's full or just coasting off? Both skydiving and entrepreneurship make us feel happy about life. My advice - jump off that plane of mediocrity.4. faithful law. I can't stress the importance of building a culture and team that believes in your mission enough. Finding the right people Take that leap of faith with making hope so much more worth it. When you can look left and right
and scream in elation, you know you're on some big things. Related: The responsibility of a true leader is to be a great Coach 5. Defying the odds. When you're up 13,000 feet tall, with clouds surrounding you and adrenaline pumping through your veins, you have this moment where you realize the incredible power of the human race. We are smart, powerful and capable of great
achievements. You realize how two brothers created the first aircraft strictly through determination. You'll consider how accurate skydiving instructors must be to navigate while freefall and how engineers design a parachute safety device to ensure a safe landing. So many people defied the odds long before you decided to skydive. Often, entrepreneurs go into business because
they see a different way that hasn't been done before. Through willpower, faith, and drive, you understand how anything is possible.6. To get comfortable with the uncomfortable. Freefalling is unlike any other emotion in the world. It is a rush that is indescribable. When you are an entrepreneur, you will be forced to do things outside your comfort zone, and a similar feeling will
occur. You will not be comfortable in every room. You will have adrenaline when pitching to investors. You will be unsure how to land each deal. But you need to trust the process, and get comfortable with the uncomfortable. All growth, magic and opportunity are just outside your comfort zone. Related: Do you want to be successful? Have fun. Seriously.7. Have fun. Celebrate
your winnings. Often we get stuck with self-criticism, doubt or failure. What about all the winnings? Be sure to celebrate all the successes along the way. Remember why you came into this game. It was a choice. Always have fun, be present and enjoy the ride. Are you an entrepreneur who has a parachute jump? I'd love to hear what other similarities you found from both
experiences. Snap me on Hellogerard, and tell me how you think they're going hand in hand. Thanks for taking the time to visit my Giving Page. Cancer is happening right now, which is why I'm fundraising right now for Cancer Research UK. There's no time to lose! Donate to my site today and help bring forward the day when all cancers are cured. In the spirit of enjoying
inspiration wherever you are, we have teamed up with ALDO to bring you the best of the best of neighborhoods across the country. And even better, we've enlisted author and expert Carole Sabas of The Fashion Guides to curate these lists of restaurants, museums, shops and everything else worth exploring. Consider this as a quickie cheat sheet that every out-of-towner (and
local!) should have. Read on, then move. Miami earns its Magic City nickname when winter takes a turn for the worst (read: chilliest) elsewhere. At least it really feels like enchantment when you can on a plane and be tear deep in the South Beach sand within a one Hours. But should you rest on your laurels - and, yes, your sun lounger - from there to the out, it would be a wasted
opportunity. Instead, we offer this advice: For as much time as you wallow in your sense of calm and relaxation in the winter break, spend so much time scratching the surface of Miami's coast-meets-culture lifestyle. Indie art life is electric — highlighted best known by the latest annual Art Basel fair — and you'll feel right on the edge of Latin America with a puzzle of Cuban,
Colombian, Peruvian, Argentinean and Brazilian influences. Furthermore, you can be dazzled by its lively scene of gourmet restaurants; art foundation; modern, high-concept hotels; and high-end vintage treasure troupe which is all unique to the southeastern hot spot. So with that in mind, we give you the five must-see destinations that any Miami-bound should have on their radar,
except the beach. Because that's a given, isn't it? Miami MetroZoo is fast becoming one of the best zoos in the nation. Its climate makes it possible to keep a wide range of animals from Asia, Australia and Africa like no other zoo in the country. One of the first free-range zoos in the country, the exhibits are completely cageless. Animals are grouped according to their geographical
territory and animals living together peacefully in the wild are placed in exhibits together. Other animals in the area are separated by moats. Looking out over the African plains, for example, you'll see the animals apparently co-mingling a lot as you would on a safari. The trees, foliage and even soil mimic the native habitat of the animals as closely as possible. Among the newest
members of the zoo are the critically endangered baby addux Abacus and an critically endangered baby black rhino. You can also see white tigers, gibbons, Cuban crocodiles and a Komodo dragon, as well as the usual lions, tigers and bears. The coolest animal stunt is painting elephant- a real elephant, armed with a brush and easel, creating a masterpiece! Paulvadivu
Ponnusamy/Getty Images The Samburu Giraffe Feeding Station (open daily from 11AM-4PM) lets you climb up and see a giraffe face-to-face. For a $2 fee, you have the option to reach out and feed these graceful creatures. They're taking the food right out of your hand! The American Bankers Family Of Aviary Wings in Asia is a testament to the amount of animals kept here; Over
300 rare, endangered and exotic birds live in the largest outdoor war in the Americas, including the only known captive Sultan Tit in the Western Hemisphere. Aviary's exhibition focuses on the connection between the birds and the dinosaurs. These creatures are closely related and it is believed that some of the birds in the aviaries are direct descendants of the giants, once
thought to be related solely to lizards. Miami MetroZoo also makes a foray into the dramatic art and culture with Zootroupia. Partnering with Miami Performing Arts Center, actors will be performances around the zoo at special times. At the time of writing, Sundays every week will bring Asian cultural artists to Wings of Asia Aviary. But with the tagline of All the Zoo's a Stage, aviary
isn't the only place you'll find them- the Flying Squad will perform unannounced at various locations around the zoo on Saturdays and Sundays, and you'll never know what's next. This is the first ever production of the Performing Arts Center. When Hurricane Andrew destroyed the Country Walk area, the zoo lost many buildings and exhibits. Fortunately, most of the animals
survived. While the top of the existing aviary blew off and many birds were lost, most were recaptured, and the number of animals actually perished due to the storm was only about 20 out of 1,200. If you visit the zoo, be prepared for some walks. There are 300 acres of animal exhibits to see, on 740 acres of zoo property. If you're not in walking this distance, a great way to see the
zoo rent one of the two or four-seater bike carts at the entrance. While they are comfortable, there is an additional charge for rental and on weekends they can be difficult to get. If it's summer, be sure that the zoo is one of the best outdoor options you can choose. With over 8,000 trees for shade and plenty of foliage, there are plenty of shaded resting places along the trails. There
are also misters along the walkway to provide a cool-down and fountains for the kids. Children can also enjoy the new carousel, playground and zoo. Miami MetroZoo is a beautiful place to spend the day, with or without children. Come and see what's new! The zoo is open 9:30 am - 5:30 pm daily (the ticket booth closes at 4:00 pm) and the cost is $15.95 for adults, $11.95 for
children ages 3-12. The zoo is located at 152nd Street and 124th Avenue. Members of certain groups qualify for free or reduced price entry: Admission is free for holders of a Go Miami card (buy directly). Retirees (65 or older) with identification receive a $1 discount. Members of the military receive a $1 discount of up to four adult or child admission tickets. Travel agencies with
identification receive a 10% discount on up to four admissions. Tour operators and motorcoach operators who give advance notice receive a 10% discount on entry. Miami-Dade County employees receive $4 off adult admission and $2 off child admission for up to four tickets. These tickets may be used by only the immediate family. Groups receive discounts from 10% for groups of
10-20 people to 25% for groups larger than 100 people. Thanks for letting us know! Know!
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